Abstract: Distance measure of intuitionistic fuzzy sets(IFS) is a measure of the difference sizes between two IFS. The original distance measure definition is modified in this paper, the new distance measure definition and a new distance formula of IFS are provided. Pattern recognition method based on distance of intuitionistic fuzzy sets is used for researching on water quality analysis problem. That provides a new way for the study of the same problem. The method is simpler than the current method and the results are in line with the actual.
Introduction
Intuitionistic fuzzy sets theory was proposed by Atanassov in 1986 [1] , and vague sets theory was proposed by Gao and Buehrer in 1993 [2] . They are all extension of fuzzy sets theory [3] . At the same time, Literature [4] have proved that vague sets are IFS. In addition, Deschrijver and Kerre have also proved that interval-valued fuzzy sets and IFS are essentially same [5] .Compared with the fuzzy sets,IFS consider simultaneously membership degree,non-membership degree and hesitancy degree.IFS are more comprehensive,meticulous and intuitive for the fuzzy information description.Distance is a measure of IFS and an important part of IFS theory.Especially it is applied in the intuitionistic fuzzy reasoning, intuition fuzzy pattern recognition, intuitionistic fuzzy multiple attribute decision making, and many other aspects. So distance formula of IFS is constantly proposed.Such as literature [6, 7, 8, 9] ,it is a pity that many distance formula of IFS are flawed.In this paper a new distance measure definition and distance formula of IFS are put forward. And water quality assessment algorithm based on the distance formula is put forward. The experimental results show that the algorithm is simple and feasible, and the calculation result is correct.
Propaedeutics and Existing Distance Formula of IFS
are respectively named membership degree and non-membership degree of IFS A ,and they satisfy constraint
are named ordinary intuitionistic fuzzy values. , ,1
is named true intuitionistic fuzzy value. ,0,0 x 〈 〉is named special intuitionistic fuzzy value.
,where
In order to structure new distance measure formula, we introduce a data mining methods about intuitionistic fuzzy values on the basis of literature [6] . 
A new Distance Measure Formula of IFS
Based on the above, a new distance measure definition of IFS should be highlighted problem that is: when hesitate degrees is not zero, two equal distance measures of intuitionistic fuzzy value should be not zero. And (P4) is recovered into classic triangle inequality of distance measures, we can obtain: 
Theorem 3 The following formula ( ) ( , )
m WD E C is the weighted distance( 0,1, 2, m = ) between IFS E and C .
( ) 
Water quality analysis algorithm based on IFS distance and Application Example
Pattern recognition methods based on IFS are widely used in many fields, such as literature [9] . Aim at water quality analysis problem, the specific steps that are suggested by new IFS distance formula for water quality analysis algorithm are as follows:
Step 1:Set up index set 1 2 { , , , } n X x x x =  ,when (1, 2, 3, 4 ) n = ,among 1 x be chemical oxygen demand (COD); 2 x be ammonia nitrogen(NH3-N); 3 x be total phosphorus(TP); 4 x be total nitrogen(TN).The unit be mg/L.
Step 2: Set up the standard sample water set 1 2 3 4 5 { , , , , } E E E E E E = in index set X ,among water quality i E be Class i.Pollution levels corresponding to clean, no pollution,light pollution, pollution and heavy pollution. Set up sample water set 1 2 3 { , , } C C C C = ,among 1 C be center sampling points in Ruyi lake, 2 C be the southern tip of sampling point, 3 C be the north end of sampling points.
Step 3: Creating an environment of IFS.The original data is changed into IFS data.The conversion formula that changed the nonnegative single value data into IFS data was given. In this case, the form as follow [10] :
Among m a x   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 max{ , , , , , , , }, 1, 2,3, 4.
Step 4: Making use of formula (7), we counts the distance of IFS between awaiting assessment sample ( 1, 2, , )
Step 5: Pattern recognition based on distance of IFS.If the distance is numerical order as follow:
 be a no duplicate permutations about 1, 2, , h  . To study the Ruyi lake center in ZhengZhou, Monitoring data of the southern tip and the north end are acted as awaiting assessment sample. National standards are acted as the standard sample. Data took from literature [11] , [12] . Using the distance pattern recognition method of IFS based on the distance,we proceed to analysis water quality. The original standard sample set data E and awaiting assessment sample set C data are shown in Table 1 . they are changed into IFS making use of formula(9) in Table 2 . 
We can obtain that the following result. 1 C , 2 C and 3 C all belong to the standard sample 2 E and are Class II uncontaminated water quality.
Conclusion
About monitoring data,we make use of the vague set pattern recognition method based on distance to obtain that the evaluation results of awaiting assessment samples are all Class II uncontaminated water quality. The results are in accordance with the evaluation in literature [12] .In this paper, we give the vague set pattern recognition method based on distance and use a new distance formula of intuitionist fuzzy sets which give full play to their role as the hesitation degree proposed to research the water quality analysis problem. Meanwhile we come up with the water quality assessment algorithm and provide a new way for the study of the same problem. The method is simple based on the current method and the results conform to the actual.
